
APPENDIX 3

GRAMMAR SKETCH
1. NOUNS

Nouns are words used to name persons, places, things and

sometimes events. In Carrier there are three basic types of

nouns:

A. General Nouns
B. Possessed Nouns, and

C. Nominalized Verbs.

A. GENERAL NOUNS These nouns, which are the most

common in Carrier, are used to name
1. Persons: Oscar; dunczsi' nobleman; day \ chief,

2. Places: bunghun lake;dzulh mountain; ktyoh country

3. Things: duchun tree;}Qyo bull moose; tVo grass, and

4. Events: dak'ct fall time; 'ulhdzis night.

Only a very few nouns have a special ending to mark them

as plural. The way Carrier shows whether it is one or many
is in the verb:

Dut'ai unzoo The bird is good,

Dut'ai hinzoo The birds are good.

However, with both people and dogs, there are markers

that pluralize these nouns:

men/people

women
children

boys

girls

dogs

B. POSSESSED NOUNS The possessed nouns are those

which must always show who owns it, or a relationship

between people, or some sort of ownership of things. There

are three types of possessed nouns. The first type refers to

parts of the body:
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In Carrier, pronouns are words or parts of words that, like

nouns, refer to persons, places, or things but unlike nouns
they do not actually name them. They give limited informa-

tion about them instead, such as whether they are singular or

plural, or first, second, or third person animate or inanimate

(living or non-living). There are two types of pronouns which
we call dependent and independent.

A. DEPENDENT PRONOUNS The dependent pronouns
are pronouns which do not stand alone but which must be

a part of possessed nouns or verbs. That is, the pronoun is

attached to the noun or verb, as, for example, sla my hand
consists of s- my attached to Aahand. Dependent pronouns
with nouns are:

Person
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1. DEPENDENT SUBJECT PRONOUNS

s^ s^ S'

1 am coldna
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3. DEPENDENT INDIRECT OBJECT PRONOUNS

I.O. O S

s
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b) Possessive Pronouns

Singular

sch'e' mine

nch'e' yours

ooch'e' his, hers, its

duch'e' his (own)

Examples are:

Ndi sooniya sch'e' 'unt'oh

Ndi tsayilh nch'e' 'unt'oh.

Ndi mbe ooch'e'.

Duch'e' 'uhulh'en.

Plural

nech'e'

nohch'e'

buch'e'

ours

yours

theirs

This money is mine.

This trap is yours.

Whose is this?

It is his. (His own)

2. DEMONSTRATIVE PRONOUNS Demonstrative

pronouns are words which point out people or things. In

Carrier, demonstrative pronouns point our living beings

(which are called animate) and non-living things (which

are called inanimate).

a) Animate Demonstrative Pronouns

Singular
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pronouns. See the section on General Nouns (I. A.),

ndi this (thing)

nyoo that (thing)

ngun-i that (thing) over there

Examples are:

Ndi ilhjut. This (thing) is rotten.

Nyoo soo'unt'oh. That (one) is alright.

Nguni soo'ultsun. That (one) smells good.

3. EMPHATIC PRONOUNS Emphatic pronouns are

words made up of the independent pronouns (in first and

second person) plus ch'oh self. The action of the verb in a

sentence which uses an emphatic pronoun emphasizes the

subject of that sentence, or emphasizes that the action is

performed for the benefit of the subject.

Singular Plural

sich'oh myself whenich'oh ourselves

nyunch'oh yourself nohnich'oh yourselves

dich'oh himself diduch'oh themselves

Examples are;

Sich'oh 'lisla. / did it myself

Nyunch'oh inyalh. You go yourself

Dich'oh whenki. He sailed away by himself.

4. INTERROGATIVE PRONOUNS Interrogative

pronouns are words which are used when asking a question

concerning the identity of a person (animate) or thing

(inanimate).

a) Animate Interrogative Pronouns

Singular Plural

mbe who? mbene who?
k'usumbe which one? k'usumbene which ones?

Examples are:

Mbe 'udija? Who said that?

K'usumbe 'uja? Which one did that?
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b) Inanimate Interrogative Pronouns

ndai what?

k'usundai which one?

Examples are:

Ndai whe 'unt'oh? What is that?

K'usundai dizgih? Which one is dry?

5, INDEFINITE PRONOUNS Indefinite pronouns are

words used to speak about persons or things in a general

way without naming any particular person or thing. These

pronouns also have the animate and inanimate distinctions.

a) Animate Indefinite Pronouns

Singular Plural

'uyoon someone 'uyoonne some persons

mbe la which one mbene la which ones

Examples are:

'Uyoon 'unt'oh. It is someone else.

Mbe la duneti 'en Which one is an old

benuts'ugoo-i beooya'. man, he will go with a

car.

b) Inanimate Indefinite Pronouns

'uyoo something

An example is:

'Uyoo cha 'inleh. You make something else.

'udun someplace

An example is:

'Udun nenin'aih. You put it someplace else.

c) General Indefinite Pronouns

There are a few other indefinite pronouns which

include both the animate and inanimate categories,

ts'iyawh all (including people)

ts'iyaitsuk everything (not including people)

ts'iyanne everybody (only people)

'ilhoghi one (thing)

'ilhoghun one (person only)
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'aw 'ilhoghun the only one (person)

gak nothing

hoonli something

hooloh nothing

Examples are:

Ts'iyawh whuz whehandil. They all went there.

Ts'iyawh ilhchoot. You take it all.

Ts'iyaitsuk huwanusla I gave away everything,

TsMyanne huhoont'i'. Everybody is happy,

'ilhoghi za 'et us'ai. Just one thing is lying

there?

'Ilhoghun za 'oonneh. Just one will go.

'En 'aw 'ilhoghun ooye'. He is his only son.

Gak suli'. There is no more.

Hoonli ut'f. He has something.

III. ADJECTIVES

Adjectives are words or parts of words which describe or

identify persons or things referred to by nouns. In Carrier

there are three basic types of adjectives:

A. Descriptive Adjectives,

B. Verbal Adjectives, and

C. Demonstrative Adjectives.

A. DESCRIPTIVE ADJECTIVES Descriptive adjectives are

those parts of words attached to nouns which describe a noun.

dunedukw short man
dunecho big man
duneyiz tall man
dunet'um small man

B. VERBAL ADJECTIVES Verbal adjectives do the same

job as descriptive adjectives as they also describe nouns. They

are verbs which are made into nouns and are used in a special

order in a sentence to modify other nouns (see Section I.C.).

As verbal adjectives, they follow a noun which they modify.

Nt'um is a verb meaning he is small and the nominalized verb

is nt'um-un one who is small. So, if we say dune nt'um-un
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hunflch'e the man, the small one, is angry, we are pointing

out that it is the small one of the group of men who is angry.

At the same time if we change the words around and say

dune hunilch'e-un nt'iim, the meaning is, the man, the one

who is angry, is small. This time the verb hunflch'e has been

made into a noun and put in a certain place in the sentence

so it becomes the verbal adjective describing the man as being

angry.

Concerning the sentence dune nt'um-un hunflch'e, the man,

the small one, is angry, we could ask how is it different from

dunet'um hunilch'e, the small man is angry? The answer is

that in the first sentence, nt'um-un is used to point out that

of all the men there, it is the small one that is angry; the

information emphasized is that the man who is angry is small;

in the second sentence the information emphasized is that tlie

smedl man is angry . Another example:

Nyoon dune, nawhulnuk-un, 'en, neba 'unt'oh.

That man, the one who tells stories, he is our father

Here it points out that it is the story teller who is our father.

C. DEMONSTRATIVE ADJECTIVES Demonstrative

adjectives are words which point out or call attention to

nouns or pronouns. These are the same words that make up

the demonstrative pronoun list (see Demonstrative Pronouns

Sec. II.B. 2). They become adjectives when used with a noun
or pronoun. These also fall into the animate and inanimate

categories. Listed below are the demonstrative adjectives

with a noun.

1. ANIMATE DEMONSTRATIVE ADJECTIVES
Singular Plural

ndun dune this man ndunne dune these men
nyoon dune that man nyoonne dune those men
ngun-un dune that man ngunne dune those men

(over there) (over there)

2. INANIMATE DEMONSTRATIVE ADJECTIVES
ndi 'ulhti' this gun
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nyoo 'ulhti' that gun

ngun-i 'ulhti' that gun (over there)

IV. VERBS

Verbs are words of action or being. They are the words

which are used to tell what is going on. These are the words

in Carrier that are probably used the most.

Verbs in Carrier are different from verbs in English. Most

verbs in Carrier equal a complete sentence in English and may
include the subject, object, and indirect object pronouns,

tense, aspect, preposition, adverb, object shape markers, etc.;

e.g., sgha'ninyaz you scared me (in which 'you' is subject,

'me' is indirect object, and the aspect is perfective; the verb

also contains a preposition gha to, i.e., literally you scared to

me).

A. TYPES OF VERBS The various types of Carrier verbs

are: 1. Intransitive, 2.a) Transitive A, 2.b) Transitive B,

3. Ditransitive, 4. Passive Type, and 5. Stative.

1

.

INTRANSITIVE VERBS Intransitive verbs are verbs

which have a doer, or subject only. No other person or

thing is involved in the activity described by the verb e.g.,

John (subject) is working. Notice below there are only

subjects who are doing or being (the actor).

'Uztfzgoo. We started to drive,

Tfsya. rm going (by walking).

Nazyfz. I rested,

'Ust'en. I work.

Ts'antez. We slept.

Tanisnai'. I am drunk.

2. TRANSITIVE VERBS Transitive verbs are words

which not only have a doer (subject) but also someone or

thing acted upon (object), e.g., John (subject) hit Bill

(object). Because Carrier has two different places in the

verb where the objects are found corresponding to indirect

object and direct object, they are identified as Transitive A
and Transitive B.
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a) Transitive A Verbs

Transitive A verbs are transitive verbs which have the

object in the first position in the word. The object is

the 'indirect object' position in this type of transitive

verb (see section describing indirect object pronouns

Sec. ILA.3.).

Indirect object
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Ind.Obj. Dir.Obj. Subj.

s
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He is a nobleman.

She is a tall woman.
It was unappealing to me.

It was two years ago.

I have become old.

Duneza' 'unt'oh.

Ts'ekeyiz 'unt'oh.

Sbanek'e' hoot'oh.

Nad yusk'ut inle'.

Hoonyan susli'.

B. PRONOUNS IN VERBS As stated already, a Carrier verb

can be a complete sentence. Both subject (the doer of the

action) and object (the receiver of the action) appear as a part

of the verb itself. When the subjects or objects appear in the

verb they do so as dependent pronouns. (Look at the section

entitled Dependent Pronouns II.A.)

1 . SUBJECT PRONOUNS Subject pronouns refer to the

one or ones doing the action. They are seen below under

the 'S' columns as this is where they appear in the verb.

The verb indicates third person singular when no pronoun

is used.
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Under S^ there is found:

hu they Third person plural.

The above forms are most plain in the example given

under Dependent Subject Pronouns H.A.l. There are

many morphemes (meaningful parts) in the verb and when

various ones of these come together, the subject pronoun

may change its form.

S^ S^ Aspects* Verb Stem
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S^ Stem Combination of sounds
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1 . FUTURE ASPECT Future aspect refers to an event

or action that will take place in the future. This is shown
in the verb by two markers: 'ta' and 'ti', 'ta' with some
verbs and 'ti' with others. In the case of Transitive B and

Ditransitive verbs, a 'ti' in the future changes to Ha' in the

third person. This is caused by the alternate third person

'yu' (see ILA.).

S^
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Note: the 'z' of the aspect marker 'iz' only shows up

when there is no S^ subject prefix.

I am leaving (by boat)

You are leaving (by boat)

He is leaving (by boat)

We (dual) are leaving (by

boat)

We (plural) are leaving

(by boat)

You (plural) are leaving

(by boat)

They go (by boat),

D. VERB STEMS Part of the Carrier verb is the verb stem.

It is the central part of the verb because the verb stem refers

to the kind of action or condition, or quality being described.

In the verbs ilhchoot you take it, -Ihchoot take is the stem;

'in'alh you eat, -'alh eat is the stem; ilhtus you are strong,

-Ihtus strong is the stem ; hoonzoo it is good, -zoo good is the

stem.

Verb stems are always at the end of the verb except when
a 'nominalizer' is added (see Section I.C.).

E. CLASSIFYING VERBS The word 'classifying' implies

the grouping of items according to a system. In English this

is done with collective nouns when someone talks about

different groups of things, e.g.,

*s' perfect
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So, if in a field there were birds, people, horses, and insects,

all a person would have to say is, ''Look at that herdl", and

the one hearing would know the speaker was talking only

about the horses without having to say the word 'horses'.

The classifying verbs m Carrier also group items together

but not on the basis of 'kinds' like English collective nouns

but on the basis of 'appearance' and 'movement'.

Listed below are the different classes that are evident in

the verb 'to give'. They are shown here in the future tense

with the first and third person subjects. The only new

column listed below is the 'O.S.' Object Shape Column. Here

we find 'n' for round objects, 'du' for long rigid objects, and

'oo' or 'o' for area or items requiring space. Where there is

nothing in the O.S, column the stem itself is sufficient to

state the class of objects.

S^ D.O. S^ O.S Aspect System (Round objects:bail,barrei,etc.)LO. P.P.

n
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^ ^ ,
(Most common: money, stove,

1.0. p.p. S^D.O. S^ O.S.Aspect S* Stem chair, etc.) continued

1

n
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1.0.



10. pp. S^D.Q. S^

GRAMMAR SKETCH

(Flexible and flat surface:

blanket, coat, shirt, paper,
O.S Aspect S Stem etc.) continued

n
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I.O.P.P. Adv. It. S^ D.O.S^ O.S. A System
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Carrier has both dependent and independent prepositions.

The dependent prepositions are found in the verb word next

to the indirect object (I.O.) column and when one is used the

verb will be either Transitive A or Ditransitive. The

independent prepositions are found as separate words in the

Carrier sentence.

A. DEPENDENT PREPOSITIONS

Object P.P. T S^ Stem

n ts'u tf s yalh / will walk to you.

n yulh ti s 'us / will walk with you.

m ba ti s yalh / will walk for you,

B. INDEPENDENT PREPOSITIONS

bet inside

Ts'i bet us'ai. It is in the boat.

yo encompassed

Chan yo naha'as. They (dual) are walking in

the rain.

k'ut on

'Udustl'us ludab k'ut sulhchooz. The paper is lying on
the table.

gha because of
Ts'oodunne gha nda' nulhusgoo. Because of the children,

he did not drive down, (i.e.,

perhaps the children were

sick, etc.)

ghun on account of
Ts'oodunne ghun nda' nusgoo. On account of the kids, he

drove down. (That is, they

needed a ride.

huwun about

Ndet huwun nahtes whe'duhni. What are you (plural) dream-

whe'duhni. dreaming about ?
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VIL CONJUNCTIONS

Conjunctions, like prepositions, mark relationships between

parts of the sentence. However, conjunctions usually

introduce or join whole clauses. As introducers, they are used

at the beginning of a clause. Two of them, k'us or, and

'ink'ez and are also used to join words or phrases.

In English there are conjunctions like
'

while it lasts', 'cat

and dog\ 'early or late'.

In the Carrier examples below, a conjunction is used to join

words, to join two whole clauses, and to introduce a clause.

k'us or

Tomorrow or the next day.

and

Bunde k'us 'ombun.

'ink'ez

N'un tisyalh 'ink'ez

ut'alh-i ootaskulh.

'et

'Et 'uhooja 'et keyoh

dafwhuzdli'.

/ am going to go up town and I am
going to buy groeeries.

then

Then a famine came to that country.

VIII. INTERJECTIONS

Interjections express sudden feelings like surprise, anger,

happiness, fear, etc. Ohl Hurrah I Hey, there's the bell'.

In Carrier, these are separate words and often make up an

entire utterance.

Hukwa'ninzun-eh? ka',

hukwalhe'niiszun!

'Ayo, ts'oodunne

hinsi' siili'.

We, sooniya Ihai ust'fl

'Ulugoo, benuzjutl

Dah. 'udun 'udinfl

Do you want to do this? Ugh!

I don't want to do it!

Oh , the children have become

no good!

Wow, I have lots of money!

Oh , I am afraid!

Oh, don't say that!
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IX. CLAUSES

Generally speaking, a clause is a part of a sentence centering

about a verb which will have a subject (actor) and verb (action

of the actor). In Carrier, the verb may be the whole clause.

Sometimes more than one clause is needed to make a

complete expression or sentence.

A. FUNCTION OF CLAUSES When more than one clause

is used in a sentence, a conjunction will be needed to show
the relationship between the clauses (see Conjunctions). The
four most common uses of clauses are as independent,

dependent, coordinated, and conditional.

1

.

INDEPENDENT CLAUSE An independent clause is

a clause that may make up a sentence by itself.

Hoonust'i'. I am happy.

2. DEPENDENT CLAUSE A dependent clause cannot

stand alone and is marked as dependent (or subordinate)

by a conjunction. A conjunction like de //makes the

clause sooniya ust'i / have money a dependent clause:

sooniya ust'i de if I have money, because it needs an

independent clause to be a complete sentence.

Sooniya ust'i de, hoonust'i'. If I have money, I am happy.

3. COORDINATED CLAUSE A coordinated clause is a

clause that is equal in importance to the other clauses in a

sentence. Generally these are clauses of equal standing

strung together in a sentence by a coordinate conjunction.

Sooniya ust'i 'ink'ez hoonust'i'. / have money and I

am happy.

or

Hoonust'i' 'ink'ez sooniya ust'i. / am happy and I have

money,

4. CONDITIONAL A conditional clause is a clause

showing that in the view of the speaker a certain condition

must be fulfilled or completed to make the meaning of the

other clause true. A conditional conjunction like 'awet
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dezah only when/then is used.

Dayi sinli' 'awet dezah moodih tanleh. Only when you

you have become Chief

can you be a boss.

or. You will be a boss only when you are Chief. The

condition to becoming Chief must be fulfilled before the

person can be a boss,

B. TYPES OF CLAUSES In Carrier there are seven types of

clauses which may be found functioning in the various

combinations that have already been mentioned. Each of the

clause types has a minimum and maximum number of

grammatical parts. The type of clause is determined by the

type of verb, or predicate, that is used in that clause (see

section IV. VERBS for the meaning of these types). Listed

below are the clause types with some examples of the

different parts of speech.

1, DITRANSITIVE CLAUSE

Doocha sba cha sghunailhchoot. Again, you also took

conj. p.p. adv. ditransitive verb my father from me.

Lheltsukne sghunabilhchoot. Many of them you
noun ditransitive verb took away from me.

2. TRANSITIVE CLAUSE (This clause type is for both A
and B Transitives).

'Et 'awet sbasoo'hooja. Then it happened

conj, adv. transitive verb right for me.

Whe sulh'ohlhodizut. Whereby the period

conj. transitive verb (time) passed for

(with) me.

dananusti. I put him back in

transitive Dad 's house.

verb

oh ts'e hanasti syadts'e.

n p.p. trans, verb noun

Only by myselffrom the east far

away I brought her back, my
daughter.

376
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Whatever it is. Dad
will shoot it.

Then mallards also

he is bringing back.

Then the trap again

was snapped.

'Uba ndaila yutich'i.

noun pronoun transitive verb

'Et 'awet t'acho te whusanallih.

conj. adv. noun adv. transitive verb

3. PASSIVE TYPE CLAUSE

'Et tsayilh doocha za nantizkat.

conj. noun adv. adv. subjectless

verb

'Et ndi tsa whulohte nanki te flgooh.

conj. pronoun noun adv. noun adv. subjectless verb

Then this beaver sometimes two

also are trapped.

4. INTRANSITIVE CLAUSE

'Uba dich'oh za nda' 'ukoh ts'e k'unakih.

noun pronoun adv. adv. noun p.p. intransitive verb

Dad, by himself only, goes

down the river.

Dak'et 'awet 'ut'an nawhenikwus.

noun adv. noun intransitive verb

Negan be ts'ut'o.

noun p.p. intransitive verb

5. QUOTATION CLAUSE

Ooghate'nuszun ni ndun
transitive verb intran. demon-

verb strative

pronoun

Benuts'ugoo-i be uztigooh neghuts'inyai ni.

noun p.p. intran. verb transitive verb intran. verb

'*We are going in a car, you come

Now, at fall time, the

leaves start to fall.

We paddled by arm

(hand).

nedo ts'eke. **That one I

adj. noun pity,
'*
this

white woman said.

with us,*' he said.

6. STATIVE CLAUSE

Nadyusk'ut inle'.

noun stative verb

Khuni ntsi'-i 'lint'oh

.

noun nominalized stative

It was two years ago.

That is a bad word.

verb verb
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7. FRAGMENT CLAUSE

'Et cha hooloh. It also wasn V there,

conj. adv. pronoun

Soo gak. For sure nothing!

adv. pronoun

X. SENTENCES

A sentence is a complete expression or thought. A sentence

will require anywhere from one to many clauses to form a

complete expression or thought. Listed below are some types

of sentences made up of more than one clause found in

Carrier.

A. SIMPLE SENTENCE ± margin (using a clause to

introduce the main thought) + Base (made up of one or many
clauses to express the main thought).

(Ussool whe) ('ukoh ts'e nuts'uke When I was small we

'uba te 'uloo te.) would sail the river.

Mom and Dad, too.

(Chuntohts'e nets'unih.) We set up camp in the woods,

B. COORDINATE SENTENCE ± Margin + Base +

Coordinator + Base^.

(Tsauna 'et ts'uwhut'i whe)

Cuba silhchoot) ('ink'ez)

Culhti'be se'tilhtso). We were camping at the place

of many beaver when Dad
took me and made me fire a

rifle.

(Didut duwus k'eyintsi)

Cink'ez) ('ulhti'be se'tilhtso). He placed it to his own
shoulder and made me fire the

rifle.
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